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In her thoroughly researched, lucidly written, and fascinating new book, Liquid Landscape, 

Michele Currie Navakas offers a compelling argument that the unique features of 

Florida’s landscape and human population allowed it to challenge dominant imperial 

and US ideas about issues of citizenship, space, and representation from the 

revolutionary period through the end of Reconstruction. When the US annexed Florida 

from Spain in 1821, its “saturated swamps, shifting shorelines, coral reefs, tiny keys”(3), 

pervious limestone, sinkholes, high rainfall, and frequent hurricanes brought what 

seemed to be a strangely liquid and provokingly unstable edge to the expanding nation. 

Moreover, recent British and Spanish rule there, combined with new alliances of migrant 

indigenous and Africa-descended people, meant that Florida’s population and complex 

history of shifting sovereignties made it feel like a politically unstable edge to white 

nationhood. As Navakas puts it, “no other North American ground combined 

topographic instability, geographic indeterminacy, and demographic fluidity as 

obviously and dramatically as Florida” (15). 

 

Navakas is not primarily interested in understanding how Florida was experienced 

locally by its inhabitants, but rather how its social and physical porosity, represented 

through maps, captivity narratives, picaresques, pirate and frontier tales, surveys and 

natural histories, military accounts, travel narratives, and juvenile fiction, all 

disseminated across the expanding nation, offered “conceptual possibilities” (2) for US 

readers to imagine nationhood in alternative forms. Her authors, then, are not mainly 

Floridians, but rather travelers or visitors from elsewhere who were part of wider circuits 

of communication: William Gerard De Brahm, William Bartram, Bernard Romans, James 

Fenimore Cooper, John James Audubon, Joshua Reed Giddings, and Harriet Beecher 

Stowe, as well as a broad range of little-known authors and mapmakers. Though histories 

devoted to one state, or even focused on one region, might appear to have merely local 

resonance, Navakas argues that Florida was such a striking anomaly that its physical and 

social characteristics were repeatedly and widely taken up in the first hundred years of 

nationhood as a kind of geo-social test case, or thought piece.  

 

Making this claim about Florida, a peninsula connecting the South to the Caribbean, 

places Navakas’s work in conversation with scholars such as John Matthews, Jennifer Rae 

Greeson, Matthew Guterl, Chris Iannini, and Sean Goudie, who in various ways argue 

for the centrality of the plantation South and Caribbean to the nation’s cultural 

development. Moreover, while other literary and political historians have taken 
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westward expansion marked by the Northwest Ordinance (1787), the Louisiana Purchase 

(1803), and the Mexican-American War (1846-48) as representing the signature historical 

trajectory in which continental identity appeared natural and inevitable because of its 

contiguous oneness, Navakas tells a quite different story about expansion southward. She 

argues that Florida “offered a way to see beyond the limits of plantocratic and imperial 

accounts of space and subjectivity that increasingly underpinned the intertwined projects 

of American slavery and expansion” (13). 

 

After I finished reading her introduction, but before I had a chance to examine all the 

materials Navakas found and assembled to make her case, I wondered: don’t we see 

many authors in the colonial and early national periods exploring the conceptual 

possibilities of unstable, shifting ground? And don’t these authors explore how a mazy 

or riddled topography threw political certitudes of rational and rightful nationhood in 

doubt? Consider William Byrd II’s admissions in the early eighteenth century that a 

shifting coastline in the border zone between Virginia and North Carolina, combined 

with the Great Dismal Swamp, made laying a definitive line of demarcation bolstering 

imperial and individual land claims dubious. Or consider Charles Brockden Brown’s 

Pennsylvania topography in Edgar Huntly—“a maze, oblique, circuitous, upward and 

downward, in a degree which only could take place in a region so remarkably irregular 

in surface”—and how Brown mobilizes this confounding irregularity to query the 

Lockean empiricism at the foundation of republican nationhood. Navakas allows that 

“we already knew that continental ground was rarely as firm . . . and divisible” (15) as 

apologists for nationhood, whose geographical representations were underpinned with 

political assertions, asserted. She situates her work alongside Native American studies 

scholar Mark Rifkin and legal historian Lauren Benton, who have examined how 

nineteenth-century North America reveals many counterexamples to an “even expansion 

of sovereignty” (166). The case of Florida, then, adds new materials to this unfolding 

scholarly consideration of the actual geopolitical patchiness of national consolidation. 

 

Intervening in a conversation amongst new Southern Studies scholars, Navakas does not 

read this part of the South as merely a receptacle for images of tropical degeneracy—the 

South as space of nationally discarded trash—but rather to retrieve, inventory, and 

analyze how Florida “generated useful modes and metaphors of roots and root-taking” 

(18). In particular, Florida, largely existing outside the plantocratic paradigm, offered an 

“opportunity to rethink landholding and settlement altogether” (19). Here ownership 

necessarily involved both “detachment and mobility” as opposed to the more familiar 

Lockean practices and concepts of “demarcation and enclosure” (19). 

 

While not asserting that Floridian ground utterly subverted European colonial projects 

or US national appropriation, Navakas tracks how it forced those involved in surveying 
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and settlement to be adaptive in their thinking. Across her chapters, she argues that 

Florida provoked the following innovative concepts and practices: new geo-theorizing 

by eighteenth-century British mapmakers to figure out a way to establish long-term 

inhabitation on those keys whose form suggested a deep geological history of gradual 

submergence (31); botanical observations of an emblematic species of aquatic plant—the 

water lettuce—which in rising waters could detach its roots, float and re-root elsewhere 

(37); new theories of land rights based on adaptive building and eco-mimicry rather than 

on so-called reclamation to a drained agricultural ideal (38); new visual narratives of 

hemispheric American space as a continuous, subaqueous archipelago rather than 

divided continents (42); a keen reliance on indigenous information given south Florida’s 

challenges to European ocular penetration (50); questions about the ontology of 

“boundary” and “continent” (56); mercenary mobility on the part of the salvagers (or 

“wreckers”) of ships run aground on reefs (63); and a larger-scale mercenary mobility on 

the part of the US as it came to see Florida as its key to Caribbean expansion (90).  

 

In particular, Navakas argues, this mercenary mobility offered by the frayed edges of 

Florida could turn into a different kind of liberatory mobility for escaped slaves of African 

descent, migrant Creek Indians, and nonconforming women. Sometimes, this liberation 

happened only imaginatively in print, but, even so, these stories had “the potential to 

dismantle the assumption that all newly acquired U.S. spaces and populations [could] be 

‘recoded’ as domestic” (103). The more typical “manifest domesticity” was especially 

upset by Stowe’s Palmetto Leaves (1873), an account of her home in northeastern Florida: 

contrary to the orderly domestic economy she espouses elsewhere, here she adapts her 

home, plantings, and hours to local nature, which she characterizes as a “crazy, drunken 

but beautiful bacchante” (140). 

 

Liquid Landscape is a wonderful achievement of collection, bringing together little known 

or long-neglected maps, stories, and accounts, as well as lesser-known works by 

canonical authors. Navakas places all these representations carefully within imperial, 

national, scientific, visual, and literary histories. She makes a new contribution to the field 

of the new Southern Studies, placing southern spaces in dynamic interrelation with 

national and international developments. She adds to a more general Americanist effort 

to reconceive nineteenth-century national expansion as less homogenous and total than 

previously thought. And Navakas traces, through her Floridian materials, the 

continuously repeated appearance of a form of biological and social life in which mobility 

and adaptability were the key to a more flourishing existence and more livable form of 

belonging. 

 

The one thing I wished for that I didn’t find in this excellent volume was a conclusion 

that would allow us to think about how Florida’s unique history might have provided it 
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with kinds of adaptive resilience that allowed it, and its inhabitants, a way to thrive under 

the extreme forms of environmental transformation of the early twentieth century and 

may allow it to thrive under the present and future of global climate change. Instead, 

Navakas provides a brief coda on Zora Neale Hurston, reading her as a writer who 

continued this line of experimental thinking about root-taking. And yet, between Stowe’s 

1870s and Hurston’s 1920s, all of south Florida had been reengineered:  Lake Okeechobee 

had been canalized and the Everglades drained; the plantation—a bio-social form which 

hadn’t yet “taken” in these vast wetlands—arrived with a vengeance, as sugar cane 

moved in, soil newly exposed to oxygen began to subside, and a hurricane burst 

Okeechobee’s paltry dikes, killing thousands of plantation laborers in one dreadful night 

in September of 1928. If the plantation form did eventually move in, alongside a 

technologically imposing and nonadaptive modernity, how did it change these Floridian 

traditions of mobile reinvention? Though Navakas asserts, in her final sentence, that 

rising seas will cause us to lose these vibrant Floridian traditions, is it possible that it is 

one state that can marshal its history of living and thriving with liquidity to be resilient 

now?  




